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A Whale-sized Dilemma 

 Each year, millions of people around the world visit zoos, mainly to see animals they 

love. SeaWorld is an aquatic zoo in which they hold a beloved animal, the killer whale. What 

most people know by now is that SeaWorld has a whale-sized dilemma. The main problem that 

SeaWorld has is that the habitats for the whales are too small and are not natural like the wild. 

SeaWorld then needs a long-lasting solution to this problem. In response to the allegations made 

by Blackfish, SeaWorld should net off a safe cove area for the whales to move into, as SeaWorld 

would continue with their usual breeding program and shows; therefore, solving the huge 

problem that SeaWorld has.  

 Although much of the evidence suggests that SeaWorld should net off a cove for the 

whales, some disagree because they think that whales should be released into the wild. In a Bend 

Oregon Tedx Talk entitled "Let's Throw Shamu a Retirement Party", Naomi Rose says that 

"captive whales should be released in the wild because captivity can cause many emotional 

problems with the whales" (Rose). This is not the best solution because releasing them wouldn't 

put them back in their families that they had in the wild. One example of this solution not 

working is with a whale named Keiko. "Keiko did not, as was hoped, reintegrate with his family 

pod. Three weeks after his release he turned up in a Norwegian fjord letting little kids ride on his 
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back. On December 12, 2003 he was found dead in Taknes Bay, Norway" (O'Sullivan). This one 

example shows how releasing them back into the wild did not work out as well as SeaWorld had 

hoped. Keiko's experience shows a great reason why whales should not be put back into the wild. 

 It is agreeable that putting the whales in a netted cove is the best solution, and it could 

also be added that a cove is bigger than the habitats the whales have now. The habitats now are 

too small for the whales to live in and do their shows. Catherine O'Sullivan was 18 when she 

thought that she had landed her dream job as a trainer at Marineland. She wondered how the 

crowds of people could clap at the whales performing while she said that "it felt like watching 

human prisoners in 9 by 12 cells standing on their heads and doing somersaults" (O'Sullivan). 

She said that it was like the whales were in prison cells because their habitats are so small. If 

SeaWorld were to keep doing shows with their whales, putting them in a netted cove would give 

them more room to perform. The whales will have more room to swim around in their habitat 

unlike their "prison cells" where they can barely swim with other whales in there as well. This 

clearly shows that a netted cove is the best solution. The tanks are also too small for mothers to 

nurse their children. At Marineland, a whale named Corky had babies but they soon starved to 

death. Corky couldn't nurse them and no one knew why. O'Sullivan says that since "the pool was 

round and she couldn’t straighten out, her calves couldn’t get into a nursing 

position" (O'Sullivan). These tanks are so small that a mother couldn't even stretch out to nurse 

her own children. The whales do not experience the same freedom that whales have in the wild 

where there is plenty of room. The whales can't keep breeding and nursing unless they're in a 

bigger area like a netted cove would have.  
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 After considering reasons why netting off a cove is the best solution, it is clear that a 

cove, being more wild-like than a tank, results in less depressing whales. These whales are 

emotionally depressed because they can't swim around freely in the wild. "Saving SeaWorld" by 

Karl Taro Greenfeld acknowledges that whales are emotionally depressed in captivity. While 

talking about whales in general, Greenfeld identifies that "an orca in captivity does appear to live 

a diminished life compared with whales in the wild, who range over thousands of miles, live in 

tightknit pods, and form lasting relationships with other whales" (Greenfeld). Whales in the wild 

have been observed in these tightknit pods with their own families but in captivity, whales don't 

always get along with the whales that are in the pool with them mostly because of the small area. 

A cove would present a wild-like habitat where the whales would feel at home. If the whales 

were in a cove, there would be more room for the whales to swim freely and have enough 

distance between them and other whales so that they don't attack one another. Even though the 

whales may not be with their own families, they can swim as if they were in the wild with other 

whales, leading to them not being so depressed. Whales also show physical signs of depression 

in captivity. "Captivity Drives Killer Whales Crazy: SeaWorld Fights Fines For Placing Profit 

Over Safety" by Marc Bekoff Ph.D shows that in captivity, whales show signs of depression 

physically. While sharing other physical signs of these depressed whales, he explains that whales 

in captivity "suffer from dorsal fin collapse from endlessly swimming in circles" (Bekoff). He 

goes on to say that these aren't common in the wild because the whales swim in usually straight 

lines for hundreds of miles. A cove would be bigger than and not so circular as a tank hence, the 

whales wouldn't swim in constant circles and they would more room to swim in straighter paths. 
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This all results in the whales not having their dorsal fin collapse which means that they aren't as 

depressed as if they were in tanks.  

 Allegations about SeaWorld were made by Blackfish, but in response, SeaWorld should 

net off a safe, wild-like cove for the whales to live in as SeaWorld keeps continuing on with their 

business. If SeaWorld decides to implement this proposal, SeaWorld's revenue will increase, due 

to many people who would want to see this new idea, the whales will be much happier with their 

newer, bigger habitats, and people will be thrilled to see these beloved animals have a nicer place 

to be in.  
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